March 16, The report from the Valley View office doing the week:

February 16, 1965

Monday February the 16, 1965—The student union had a meeting at the Valley View office, this meeting for the student union to discuss their problem, they decide when we have a freedom day, in canteen miss, they will try a sit in, at the white cafe, white lunch, they decide if the parent be in canteen miss on freedom day, trying to regressed at the county court house they will, have a chance to try a sit in, because their parent will be there, and they will know there children is, so the student union is working very hard for this day, also the Mississippi student union is raising money for to buy a bus for them to get around to these meeting, and is also planning on to raise money so if they have to go to jail they will have some money to go their bail.

Tuesday February 16, 1965—There were a meeting at Milton Grove, but the weather cancel this program, also there was no school for the kindergarten on count of the weather, the parent are very interested in their kids going to freedom school every day, we have local people to help with the kids doing the day, we suppose to start an adult class which will be teaching negro history, there will be a class for all the adult that want to learn all about negro history, the people in Madison county are really cooperating in this movement, and they are working very hard.

Wednesday February 17, 1965—There suppose to been a AHS meeting but the weather also cancel this program, also the student union had a meeting, and this meeting was for question to be asked and to answer, also to raise money, they would like for all core, staff and voluntary and voluntary to help solve their problem, and if you have anything that will help them in their struggle, please do so, help them to understand and also help them to decide, what to do, the Madison county student union is very interested in this struggle, and they are really progressing.

Thursday February 18, 1965—There were a meeting at the Magdalen bathing church, there was a nice group of people at this meeting, this meeting was for the discussion of the freedom school and how to raise money for the transportation of the kids to school, there is a bus for to take the kids to school every day and they are planning on raising money for the expensive of gas there are fifteen children going to school everyday and there will be more attending this school, we have a large of adult that will like to start school for to learn about negro history, we are hope to be able to start these class on Monday morning, February the 22, 1965.

The daily classes at the community begin at 8:00 am and contain untill 2:00 pm in the afternoon, the class are for kindergarten, art, freedom song discussion about why do we sing freedom school song, there are a large group of kids to attend freedom school, when the weather get better, so this is the report from the Valley View office.

There will be a program at the Magdalen church at 2:00 pm and there will be a three day meeting at Milton Grove, beginning on the 26, of February, throughout the 28, 1965, and after the three day meeting there will be a freedom day, we ask all staff, core staff, and union staff to please try to be present.